One of the 10 busiest airports in the world, with approximately 1,500 flights, 100,000 passengers, and 700 tons of cargo daily, Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport generates an economic impact of more than $90 million a day for Arizona’s largest metropolitan area. With a growing pool of travelers and cargo relying on safe passage to a final destination, operational efficiency is of the utmost importance to the airport and the City of Phoenix.

The Challenge

The City of Phoenix’s growing Aviation Department needed an information system that would help improve customer service and safety and allow airport personnel to effectively manage work activities. The city soon recognized that the most effective solution was a geographic information system (GIS) that could combine data locked in existing information systems into a single user interface.

A major requirement was that a significant number of staff would need to access the GIS to review or plan maintenance work orders, check interior space measurements and calculate rates for airport tenants, create area maps with aerial images showing existing conditions and planned improvements, insert maps into slide presentations for management, and output maps and data for internal and external reporting.

The Solution

The city selected ESRI business partner Woolpert, Inc., a design, engineering, and geospatial firm, to assist with the implementation of its new enterprise GIS. Woolpert built a system with all the data
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for the GIS stored in Oracle Spatial and accessed through the ArcSDE® technology in ArcGIS® Server. Aviation Department personnel use the resultant system via a Web portal. The enterprise GIS also includes business tools for managing the airport’s operations and growing number of assets.

The airport’s enterprise system now gives airport employees access to
• Aerial photography and digital orthophotos of the airport and surrounding operations area
• Aboveground features and underground utility data
• A geodatabase design with 300 feature classes, from smoke detectors and passenger assistance monitors to noise contours and 3D roof prints
• Interior floor plan data and attribution for buildings in and around the airport, collected via floor plan surveys and CAD drawing conversions
• An intranet viewing portal of all airport facilities

The Results

A critical component of the Aviation Department’s enterprise GIS is its interface being integrated with its work order management system. When a maintenance worker must replace air conditioning equipment, the worker accesses the portal to find the exact location as well as other equipment nearby that is due for maintenance. This exercise maximizes productivity, as it combines activities. Another custom application helps users manage airfield signage. Employees can access signage locations and images through the portal, plan and track maintenance, and generate reports to show compliance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) standards.

The airport’s GIS also features a project planning tool that allows users to add a proposed project location to the GIS; query the system; and run reports to detect potential conflicts, such as affected utilities and other projects planned in that area. Naturally, some operating practices needed to be revamped before the GIS was implemented. Aviation Department workflows were redesigned so that changes in the field, such as new construction, retrofits, maintenance, and tenant improvements, could be intercepted, captured, and recorded in the system by the airport’s GIS technicians. The GIS enables the technicians to update the system constantly, with most changes being completed within days.

Sky Harbor is currently using its GIS for the design process of PHX Sky Train, which will transport passengers to and from the airport, reducing the number of vehicles, easing traffic and curb congestion, and providing a seamless connection with the regional light rail system.